Representation learning with deep models have demonstrated success in a range of NLP. In this paper we consider its use in a multi-task multi-domain setting for sequence tagging by proposing a unified framework for learning across tasks and domains. Our model learns robust representations that yield better performance in this setting. We use shared CRFs and domain projections to allow the model to learn domain specific representations that can feed a single task specific CRF. We evaluate our model on two tasks -Chinese word segmentation and named entity recognition -and two domains -news and social media -and achieve state-of-the-art results for both social media tasks.
Introduction
Natural language processing tasks require effective representations of natural language inputs. These representations can arise from feature design or from learning directly from data. New deep learning models have quickly become standard methods for learning representations from data, and have yielded improvements in many tasks, including speech processing (Deng et al., 2010; Mohamed et al., 2012; Dahl et al., 2012) , language modeling (Bengio, 2008; Mikolov et al., 2011; Mikolov and Zweig, 2012) and sequence tagging tasks (Collobert and Weston, 2008; Collobert et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2013; Pei et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015; Lample et al., 2016; Peng and Dredze, 2016; Ma and Hovy, 2016) . The success of these methods opens new opportunities for exploring how representation learning can benefit different NLP learning settings.
In this paper we consider two settings: multitask learning and multi-domain learning. The goal of multi-task learning (MTL) is to improve performance on several different tasks by jointly learning across them (Caruana, 1997) . By using multiple tasks, we can more readily identify informative features (Ando and Zhang, 2005) or better learn representations of the data (Collobert et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2016; Peng and Dredze, 2016; that lead to better generalization.
A second setting we consider is multi-domain learning (MDL), in which we learn a predictor for a single task that we wish to produce for multiple different input domains. Normally, we would train a model on all available data for a given task, but in this case, distribution changes in the different input domains makes generalizing across them difficult. While there have been numerous papers on multi-domain learning, and its variant domain adaptation, most fall under two approaches: parameter tying (Dredze and Crammer, 2008; Daumé III, 2007; Daumé III, 2009; Finkel and Manning, 2009; Kumar et al., 2010; Dredze et al., 2010) and learning cross domain representations (Blitzer et al., 2006; Blitzer et al., 2007; Glorot et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2012; Yang and Eisenstein, 2015) . This line of work demonstrates that in both multi-task and multidomain settings, learning better representations effectively improves accuracy across both tasks and domains.
We propose a unified framework that jointly learns representations with deep architectures for both multiple tasks and domain simultaneously. We consider sequence labeling tasks since there have been several demonstrations that they benefit from learning representations. Our framework learns a singe model to produce representations for all domains and tasks based on a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), which is then used as the input to a Conditional Random Fields (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001) to predict the output sequence. We propose both the use of a single CRF for each task across domains and a domain projection layer that enables the RNN to learn domain specific representations. We consider two tasks -Chinese word segmentation and named entity recognition (NER) -and two domains -news and social media. We consider these tasks together since performance of the latter often relies on accurate predictions of the former (Peng and Dredze, 2016) . Furthermore, our framework is generally applicable for structured learning problems in NLP which have shown benefit from learning representations with deep network architectures.
Our contributions are threefold: 1) We propose a novel deep architecture for multi-task multi-domain sequence tagging; 2) We evaluate learning simultaneously across tasks and domains, as opposed to just across tasks or domains. We also observed improvements individually in a multi-task and multi-domain setting, as well as a new mismatch setting. 3) We achieve state-of-the-art results on both tasks in the Chinese social media domain.
Model
We propose a general framework for multi-domain and multi-task learning focused on sequence labeling tasks. The core of our model is a bi-directional LSTM (BiLSTM) with a CRF layer that uses the learned representations as features to output a sequence of labels. This setup has been shown to learn robust representations for state-of-the-art results on sequence labeling tasks (Lample et al., 2016; Peng and Dredze, 2016; Ma and Hovy, 2016) . We will consider how variations on this base configuration can benefit multi-domain and multi-task learning. Figure 1 gives an overview of our complete model. We begin with a quick review of our base architecture BiLSTM-CRF, and then will introduce a two simplified cases: one for multi-task learning and one for multi-domain learning. We will then present the full model.
BiLSTM-CRF for Sequence Tasks
Long short-term memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) is a recurrent neural network (RNN) that models interactions between input vectors and hidden layers. The hidden layers are optimized to minimize a loss function based on some labeled data, which may be automatically derived from raw text (such as in language modeling). Since LSTMs learn a representation for each input in a sequence, they are popular a choice for sequence labeling tasks. LSTMs use a series of gates (input, forget and output gate) to control how memory is propagated in the hidden states of the model. The primary motivation for LSTMs is to combat the vanish and exploding gradient problems (Bengio et al., 1994; Pascanu et al., 2013) of standard RNNs. As a result, LSTMs are effective at capturing long-distance dependencies between the inputs by building up context as they scan an input sentence, and then using that context to influence the hidden state of the next token.
Since most sequence tagging tasks benefit from both a left and right context when deciding on the label for a given token, most LSTM sequence taggers use a bi-directional model . A bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) uses two LSTMs, one that scans left-to-right and one that operates rightto-left, and concatenates the hidden outputs of both LSTMs to form the final output vector. BiLSTMs have become a common building block for sequence tagging tasks in NLP (Lample et al., 2016; Ma and Hovy, 2016) . The BiLSTM serves as the core of our model.
Neural-CRF Decoders
Although BiLSTMs capture long-distance dependencies in the input and make comprehensive local predictions, they lack a principal way of modeling interactions between the output labels, an essential component of sequence tagging tasks. Previous work addressed this problem by introducing a transition matrix for the output labels (Collobert et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2013; Pei et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015) , or by using a traditional sequential tagger, such as a Conditional Random Field (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001) , on top of the BiLSTM layer (Lample et al., 2016; Peng and Dredze, 2016; Ma and Hovy, 2016) . While similar in appearance, these two approaches are conceptually different: the former is a pure neural network model that added a patch to enable effective modeling of output dependencies, while the latter utilized existing state of the art sequence taggers but substituted learned representations from a neural network in place of traditional hand crafted features. We note that in the latter case, there is no reason that the CRF cannot consider both learned representations as well as hand crafted features. Such an approach has typically yielded improved results (Peng and Dredze, 2016) . We adopt the second approach, which motivates our proposal for domain projections below.
The generalized neural-CRF maximizes the conditional log-likelihood of the training labels given the data (X, Y ) just as in CRFs. However, rather than rely on a given input representation, the model relies on a conversion between a sequence of tokens (or one-hot embeddings) to a sequence of lowdimensional dense vectors: H = ψ(X) 1 . In our case, ψ() is a BiLSTM. The log-likelihood of the whole dataset is written as:
where k indexes instances, and
defines the probability of the kth instance given the parameters W . i indexes the position in the sequence, F i is the feature function, Z k is the partition function. The feature function depends on the learned hidden representations h = ψ(x) produced by a BiLSTM.
A Model for Multi-task Learning
Yang et al. (2016) proposed a multi-task learning framework based on the BiLSTM-CRF model. They train a single BiLSTM for several tasks and use the learned representations with task specific CRFs. The shared BiLSTM is trained with the feedback provided by all the task specific CRFs. The parameters of the word embeddings, BiLSTM and the CRFs are jointly learned through back-prorogation. Their setting can be viewed as a special case of ours by removing the projection layer (orange) from our model and adding more decoders for the same task from different domains. We extend their model to the setting of multi-domain learning, where the task remains the same but the input data changes.
A Model for Multi-domain Learning
The goal in multi-domain learning, where training data is distributed across domains, and domain adaptation, where training data comes mostly or exclusively for one domain, is to learn a single model that can produce accurate predictions for different input domains. An important characteristic of learning across domains is that each domain represents data drawn from a different distribution. The larger the difference between these distributions the larger the generalization error when learning a single model across domains (Ben-David et al., 2010; Mansour et al., 2009) .
As a result, a long line of work in multi-domain learning has been on learning shared representations, such as through identifying alignments between features (Blitzer et al., 2007; Blitzer et al., 2006) , learning shared representations with deep networks (Glorot et al., 2011) , using transfer component analysis (Pan et al., 2011) , learning feature embeddings (Yang and Eisenstein, 2015) and kernel methods for learning low dimensional domain structures (Gong et al., 2012) , among many others. Given the importance of learning representations that map domains to the same shared space, we seek a mechanism that encourages our model to infer a mapping when learning across domains.
We can directly apply the multi-task model from §2.2 to the multi-domain setting. where we use multiple domain specific CRFs. However, we suggest two extensions to the model to better handle properties of the multi-domain setting: sharing CRF decoders and domain projections. In this view, the multi-domain learning setting is a special case of our model achieved by sharing all parameters in the CRF decoder layer (purple).
Sharing CRF Decoders
In multi-task learning we use a separate CRF decoder for each task since different tasks will naturally have different label spaces. However, when we want to learn a model across domains for the same task, which share the label space, we have a choice. Since each domain exhibits its own behaviors, we could use a separate CRF for each domain. As in multi-task learning, the CRFs will benefit from sharing the same representation even though they learn their own output parameters.
Instead, we favor using a single CRF decoder for a task, regardless of the number of input domains. This draws from the tradition in multi-domain learning where we favor learning a single model across domains to increase the amount of training data, even though it introduces errors in learning due to shifts in domain representations (Dredze et al., 2010; Li and Zong, 2008; Daumé III, 2007; Joshi et al., 2012) . However, since in our model the representations are themselves learned, we can rely on the BiLSTM model to learn an effective shared representation across the different domains. By backpropagating errors from the CRF through the BiL-STM for both domains, we encourage the BiLSTM to generalize its representation.
Domain Projections
As discussed in the previous section, by sharing a CRF decoder across domains we can encourage the BiLSTM to learn an effective cross domain representation. However, this may place a heavy burden on the BiLSTM; it does not know the identity of each domain yet must still learn how to map two different input types to the same representation.
Instead, we consider a strategy of domain projections where we rely on an explicit domain specific transformation function to produce a shared representation. We place this transformation layer between the BiLSTM and the CRF, which alleviates pressure on the BiLSTM to learn a cross domain representation. With this added layer, the BiLSTM is free to produce distinct representations for each domain as it sees fit. For example, it may use part of the hidden states for representing domain A, another part for domain B, and a third part for sharing between the two. Then, the domain specific projection will map these hidden states to a single representation for learning. We rely on back-propagation to encourage the model to find effective projections.
We experiment with two strategies for domain projections.
Domain Masks
The first strategy is inspired by Daumé III (2007) and Yang and Hospedales (2015) , which split the features (representations) into different regions, with one region shared among domains, and others specific for each domain. We implement this strategy by defining several masks, where m d is a vector for the dth domain. The mask m d has value 1 for the effective dimensions of domain d, and 0 for all other values. We can then apply this mask directly to the hidden states h learned by the BiLSTM to produce a projected hidden stateĥ:
where denotes element-wise multiplication.
For example, assume we have two domains A and B and a 3k dimensional hidden state space. The first k-dimensions will be shared between the two domains, while the k + 1 to 2k dimensions are used only for domain A, and the remaining dimensions for domain B. The mask for domain A would be m 1 = [ 1, 1, 0], and for domain B m 2 = [ 1, 0, 1]. Since only a subset of the dimensions are included in a projection for each domain, the BiLSTM is free to use those exclusively for each individual domain. In other words, the training prediction errors for domain A will only influence gradients that propagate through a subset of the BiLSTM parameters, allowing the BiLSTM to partition its parameters among the input domains.
Linear Projection
Our first strategy forced a division of parameters between the domains. Another strategy relaxes this assumption and provides the model greater freedom to chose how to use each domain. In this approach, we apply a linear transformation for each domain, denoted as T d . Given a k-dimensional vector representation h, T d is a k × k matrix that projects the learned BiLSTM hidden state to a domain specific representation as:ĥ
We learn T d for each domain through backpropagation with the other model parameters. This projection works just like the previous domain mask approach, except that the model has greater freedom in choosing how to use each of the model parameters for learning across domains.
A Model for Multi-task Multi-domain Learning
While our model can be used for the multi-task or multi-domain setting, it is straightforward to combine them to form our full model that handles both settings jointly. The model relies on the shared BiL-STM to learn representations for different domains and tasks. The full model has several projections (one for each domain), and several decoders (one for each task). Thus, it is flexible in both the number of tasks and domains. Increasing the number of domains linearly increases the number of domain projection parameters, but the number of other model parameters remain constant. Increasing the number of tasks linearly increases the number of CRF parameters, with the number of other parameters unchanged. Our experiments will explore a variety of multi-task and multi-domain settings. To train the model, we optimize the logprobabilities of the labels in the training data and have the gradients of CRFs backpropagate through the entire network to learn the parameters of the CRFs, the domain projections, the BiLSTM and the word embeddings, all jointly.
Parameter Estimation
Model training is relatively straightforward and follows standard applications of gradient based learning and backpropogation.
We have several different types of model output to use for computing the gradients: we have a different CRF for each task and we have multiple sets of training examples, one for each domain. Therefore, we use an alternating optimization strategy, alternating between each dataset. We use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with a separate learning rate tuned for dataset. We decay the learning rate when results on development data do not improve after 10 consecutive epochs. We train for 50 epochs and use early stopping (Giles, 2001; Graves et al., 2013) as measured on development data. We learn a model for each dataset based on hyperparameter tuning for that dataset. We use dropout between the word embeddings and the BiLSTM.
Initialization We pre-train the word embeddings as described Peng and Dredze (2015) , where we use Chinese character embeddings (Peng and Dredze, 2015) . These embeddings are updated during learning by fine-tuning. We use a single set of embeddings for all tasks, in this case those trained on Weibo (social) data. We plan to consider more effective word representation learning for this setting in future work. All other model parameters are initialized uniformly at random in the range [−1, 1].
Inference For training the CRFs we use marginal inference and maximize the marginal probabilities of the labels in the training data. At test time, the label sequence with highest conditional probability y * = arg max p(y|x; Ω) is obtained by MAP inference. Both of these can be efficiently computed with dynamic programming.
Subsampling The news data is significantly (∼100 times) larger than data from the social domains. Training on the raw data would heavily skew the model towards the news domain. Therefore, during training we subsample the number of instances in the news domain based on the fraction λ, which is tuned as a hyper-parameter on development data. We use different randomly selected subsamples for each epoch of training.
Hyper-parameters Our hyper-parameters include the initial learning rate (per dataset), the dropout rate for the input embedding and the hidden vectors, and the subsample coefficient for the news domain. We tune these hyper-parameter using beam search on development data, where different datasets may use different hyper-parameters to train the model. The embedding and the hidden state dimensions are set to 100 and 150 respectively, following previous work (Chen et al., 2015; Peng and Dredze, 2016) .
Experimental Setup
To demonstrate the flexibility and effectiveness of our framework to learn across domains and tasks, we experiment on two Chinese domains (news and social) and two tasks (word segmentation and named entity recognition (NER)). We split each of the four datasets into train, development and test. We use the development set for hyper-parameter tuning and model development, and report the F1 results for test data.
We begin by describing each dataset, followed by the baselines. We then explain each experimental setting, which correspond to different configurations of our model.
Datasets
We experiment with four Chinese datasets.
SighanSeg (news) comes from the SIGHAN 2005 shared task on Chinese word segmentation (Emerson, 2005) . We used the PKU portion, which is simplified Chinese and includes 43,963 sentences as training and 4,278 sentences as test. Within the training data, we hold out the last 1 10 for development. We did not apply any special preprocessing.
SighanNER (news) comes from SIGHAN 2006 shared task for Chinese NER (Levow, 2006) , which contains three entity types (person, organization and location). We used the MSR portion, the only corpus in simplified Chinese, which includes 18,683 sentences as training and 4,636 sentences as test. Within the training data, we hold out the last 1 10 for development.
WeiboSeg (social) is a word segmentation dataset created by Zhang et al. (2013a) . It contains 2,000 Sina Weibo messages 2 . They used the entire dataset for test so we split it ourselves using an 8:1:1 split.
WeiboNER (social) is a NER dataset created by Peng and Dredze (2015) that contains 1,890 Sina Weibo messages annotated with four entity types (person, organization, location and geo-political entity), including named and nominal mentions. To match SIGHAN 06 we only use named mentions and merge geo-political entities and locations. We use the same split as Peng and Dredze (2015) .
Baseline
As is standard in multi-task and multi-domain work, we compare our model with a baseline that only considers a single dataset at a time. We train a separate BiLSTM-CRF model for each domain and task; no parameters are shared across these settings. We will also include the best published result for each dataset in our comparisons.
Model Variations
To demonstrate the flexibility of our model we evaluate four settings: 1) multi-task multi-domain, where we train across all four datasets, 2) multidomain, 3) multi-task, and 4) a data mismatch setting, where we have data from two different tasks in two different domains.
Multi-task multi-domain We begin with the fully joint model: a multi-task multi-domain setting that trains a model for both news and social and for word segmentation and NER. All four datasets jointly train a single BiLSTM, followed by a domain transformation layer where each domain is projected using domain specific parameters and fed into a task- Table 2 : Results for multi-domain learning.
specific CRF decoder. We experiment with two different methods for domain transformation: 1) domain masks, and 2) linear projections. We also compare to a model with a separate CRF for each task and domain (BILSTM+SEPARATE CRF) .
Multi-domain Next, we consider a multi-domain setting in which we build one model per task, but the model is shared across the news and social domains.
In this setting, we use a shared BiLSTM for the two domains, followed by a domain transformation layer and a shared CRF decoder.
Multi-task The multi-task setting learns a shared BiLSTM for both tasks within a domain, and then trains a separate CRF decoder for each task on the resulting representation. Without domain projections or shared CRF parameters, this is the model of .
Data mismatch Finally, we consider a setting where we have mismatched training data. We train a model on a pair of datasets, where they reflect both different domains and different tasks. Following our approach, we train a BiLSTM on these two datasets, and use a separate CRF decoder for each task. Table 4 : Results on mismatch setting.
Results
Multi-task multi-domain Table 1 presents results for the multi-task multi-domain setting, where we train the full model on all four datasets. Looking first to the BILSTM+SEPARATE CRF, whether it improves over the baseline is a reflection of the amount of training data. For both news tasks, separate models do better than the BILSTM+SEPARATE CRF, most likely because we have large amounts of training data and little can be gained from adding new tasks and domains. This is typical of multi-domain learning where large amounts of training data yield better models than can be achieved through learning from multiple domains (Dredze et al., 2010 ). In contrast, the BILSTM+SEPARATE CRF improves over the baseline on social, showing particularly large improvements for NER. This may be due to the social training sets are small, so social benefits from having the additional supervision from the news data. The patterns of improvement continue when we consider our projection methods. For news, neither a domain mask or a linear projection beat the separate baseline (same as BILSTM+SEPARATE CRF), but projections improve over BILSTM+SEPARATE CRF, showing the benefit to the projections and sharing of CRF parameters. When there is sufficient data, training across tasks and domains is the wrong strategy, our model mitigates the loss in accuracy in this setting. In contrast, we see large improvements on both social tasks, which have much less training data. Both of our methods improve by a wide margin over the baseline and BILSTM+SEPARATE CRF. Finally, we compare these improved results to the best published work on each dataset. For the news datasets, our framework comes close to the best published results but does not match it. For segmentation, our lack of task specific preprocessing is likely the source of the difference 3 . For NER, it seems a BiLSTM model may not be as good as the previous feature rich CRF approach which used resources like gazetteers. Perhaps improvements on how we learn embeddings for a multi-domain setting would close this gap. For the social datasets, we set a new stateof-the-art result with our methods. 4 We hypothesize that we could get even better results for the NER task following the strategy of Peng and Dredze (2016) who augmented an LSTM based model with hand engineered features. We leave this extension to future work.
Multi-domain Focusing only on the multidomain setting, Table 2 compares our projection models to the baseline for each task separately, when trained over both domains. Not surprisingly, since we have less data (only two domains for each task) we do worse than when training on all four data sets. However, we still see considerable improvements in soical domain; our model still does well even with a single task.
Multi-task Similarly, in the multi-task setting (Table 3) we again see improvements in social do-main. However, the improvements are less than in the multi-domain setting, suggesting that its better to have multiple datasets for the same task than multiple tasks from the same domain.
Mismatch Finally, we consider the setting where we have two datasets from different domains and tasks (Table 4) . We still see some improvements on the social NER, but not for social segmentation. One hypothesis could be more data for up-stream tasks helped down-stream tasks, but not vice-versa.
Conclusion
We have presented a deep architecture that combines a BiLSTM and a CRF to learn a joint representations for a multi-task multi-domain sequence learning setting. We use a single CRF per task, across domains, to share the learned model parameters. To ensure all domains have a consistent representation to use as feature for the CRF, we use domain-specific projections of the hidden states from the BiLSTM to obtain representations for the CRF. These projections provide the BiLSTM the flexibility to learn domain specific representations based on distributional shifts in the input data. Our model yields new state-of-the-art results for Chinese word segmentation and NER for social media.
With this model framework in mind, there are a number of interesting research directions. First, our method is general and can be applied to other sequence tagging tasks, a larger number of tasks and domains, other languages and other structure prediction problems in NLP. We plan to pursue these in future work. Second, we assume a uniform embedding representation for all domains and tasks. Yet we know that task-specific fine tuning and learning of embeddings can yield improvements (Faruqui et al., 2015; Yu and Dredze, 2014) . Our model would benefit from a means of learning cross domain word embeddings. Third, domain specific projections are clearly beneficial to multi-domain learning. We've explored two such projections, but there are many more sophisticated ones that we can consider. Finally, our work draws on two traditions in multi-domain learning: parameter sharing (our shared CRFs) and representation learning (the BiL-STM). We plan to explore how other methods from this literature can be applied to a deep architecture.
